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..-.. :,-3&xs paper contains a summary of progress reports on statistical

- ,r development, since the Third Conference of /ifric m statisticians sub-

,: ; mitted by the-countries of the region, at the request of the secretariat

b ,0f the Economic Commission.for Africa A total.of 17 countries replied,

( the same as the total of. 11-.for the Third Conference. Of the seven

...countries which are common to; both.the 196.3 report and the present

, :; (Cameroon, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Rhodesia, Kenya, Gambia,,. and Basutoland),

differences in level.of/development, recent organisational changes, and

lother reasons make it inadvisable to attempt comparisons between;the 19

-/; and present reports. • 1.. * . ■ •"- "' - '■■ ■ ■ ■ '-

One can remark that there have been significant changes in the paflt

two years, but these have been varied iri nature. Political changes,,such

as the breakup qf the Federation of Rhodesia and Hyasaland, have forced

changesln'the civil service. Con^o (Leo?oldville) is emerging from a

period during which normal government functions were greatly reduce4.

Several countries have reported changes in legislation providing for a

L statistical^service. Also, the introduction of automatic data processing

'""J is effecting considerable changes in the possibilities open t^ the .

statistical offices. . . ., . ... .... .,, ■ ■ -:-.:--.,-,.

■■ :;;;.;:,Qn the whole, there has been definite improvement in-.thg African

g^tistical picture, Financial difficulties are rarely mentipnned, and

staff shortages, though ever present, are less acute than two y^a^s ago.

Statistical priorities are being well established, and one notes with

particular satisfaction" tEe progress'in national accounts. On "the other

hand, the various difficulties associated with rural surveys are mentionned

o: ' in several reports. Also, it would"appear that work in agricultural stat

istics is noVreceiving the emphasis that might be expected in a continent

of predominantly agricultural economies;

In conclusion, if the criterion be used that the production of^

statistics should keep pace with the extent to which development"planning

activities are prepared to make use of the statistics, one may be

reasonably optimistic.
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1. STRUCTURAL

BASUTOLAND

^S IN T8£ ,3KR¥IC&,

There have been-no::: recent" structural-:'changes--in-the' statistical service.

Since1 this Bureau is still'- very young- -if ha&-a:s;;"ye:tf no'field-staff / There

are no statistical units ''in-'other raihi'strie^s"%hough"-e-ach department handles

'its' own statistics.- Whenever occasion-defran&Vr-some--of 'these"-ministries

seek-'the advice of•^■Bureau in; statistical" toatters-.-" SUGh -statistical

data ■a-s-are^c6iie-c;ted"-"'by: s6mevof the mini stries-are usua
to^he'Buxeau of StaiiWticftV -There- i-s-^s yet

^envisaged that thferesv^ai:i3d''1es^

mission which' will-work'-along-with this'Bureau^ ■" The w.-H.-OiTiB; ■■'Cohtrba

project in Basutoland has a statistical unit with which' this1 Bureau -has

#.very.- close,; association-, :,.■■:.-; ■■,. . ; ..-,..-.■ .,, .s ,- ■<

Lack of adequate funds is a major stumbling- block: to recruitment '"'

of staff with suitable qualifications'in statistics'. ' As a result'" it is

difficult to consider training'local personnel in statistics" when there

may be no posts created for their employment on completion of such '

courses. Two trainees in statistics spent two year's" studying in Canadian

universities, one of whom is back, now'serving as Statistician and acting

as Director of Satisfies. The other is expected badk'soon and~ he will

also be -employe d in the' Bure au-.: ■ Another -trainee ■ h^s recently- ■ comple ted

the &.C. A." course in statisticsj'in-' Ad^is^Ab^ba1 and is employed in the

Bureau'. " ' * ■ •■ . :- ■-. ^^. '■•••:; .:::■■><-, ty.z- ■;■ . ■ '■.:.-.■■ .. .-..,- .,.-. ■■-

3. OF DATA PRQCiiiSoING FACILITIES

To-. there ;d.ajta in,ph&. Baireau,. .nor

:of. statis-tical. wp^k,:hitherto

,und^taken:has--notnec-e«si,tated: installation ^f. such. e^uipmeftK ■ I-t ia**"

however, being contemplated to rent d^ta. processing- machines, in..1966,

initially, for processing data from the population census to be conducted

in April," 1966. "' ^^ ' :?r" ' ~'1"' ""'r : '-'J^';: -'- '■ ■■ ■
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4. MAJOR STATISTICAL PROJECTS

It has not "been possible to'initiate any major statistical projects

for the following reasons, inter alia. ■ . .,. .- .

' (a) Shortage of personnel,.suitably qualified in the.different fields

fl, (^statistics, .particularly agricultural, economic, social ,and
( ■ '-■ ■'- - ■ ~j* ■ ■ - '

■. .....medical statistics.:) ..■..' ■■ : ■

■■*■• -(-b^'BaGk ■ of -adequate ■funds^ ■'■■■■-'

'" '"(oj Absence of statistics legislation.

attempts,"are ..peing made tq .oij^ent these obstacles, tm will

" thrQugh"Itr"^rating..1bodiesr tp. .-.s^ply ■ -exPei^g> on short term

to advise ..on^roce'djures, and m^h^o^o^ in ^undertaking some of^^^ ^

the projects'that"need urgent attention. Legislation is being drafted

to enable the Bureau to obtain-i^oTffia-tiw^roni- the public. Arrangements

are'also-afoot to amend' the existing^Regls^ra-tion of Vital -nXrents Laws to

cover the whole population so that WtaQT^t^isties records should be

available. ... .:.;■■.■..■■:>•■ ■ .■- ■ - "-1;- ™

An employment postal survey has been -started to find out ihe totai

number of employees an the-country'fexaluding domestic servants for whom

a separate survey is ^bntempTated) and their categories of -
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CAMEROON

Since the last Conference of African Statisticians, the activities

of the directorate of statistics of the Federal Republic of Cameroon has

considerably increased, especially as the result of the recommendations

.....o£-:the committee for-statistical and economic studies and the human

science's. - Two features of this work were a change in the organization

of the division of studies and statistics (making this division into a

directorate, and the establishment of new sections) and the opening of

regional branch offices and statistical cells in.the Ministries. Parallel

t0 thiSj a g^at effort for the harmonization of statistical systems was

made in both States of the Federation. A vast programme of surveys in

tended to complete the covera^ nf r.™^'^ ^ ^ +he point Qf oompleticn.

Moreover-, relating with'the planning body have distinctly improved.

Organizational ..changes . _■-

1.. The Division of Statistics and-Studies, attached to the Ministry of

National toonomy,.. originally comprised" two. sections1: '

- The General Statistics Section and the Study Section.

In July 1964,- the study section was attached directly to the office of

the Minister of. National-Economy,., and the" division of ■ study and statistics

was made into a directorate with two sections; the 'general statistics

and mechanical data-processing section and the national accounts section.

Another decree has recently created a mechanical data-processing section

within the directorate of statistics. The Directorate and its sections

are part of the Ministry of i&onomic Affairs and Planning.

Two regional branch offices have been opened in the administrative

districts in the coastal zone and in Western Cameroon. It is contemplated

that in this way each government inspectorate will be provided with a

statistical branch office.

Statistical cells already exist in six ministries, and other ministries

have already expressed the desire to set up such cells.
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r. . , ■ . !.: "■:. :■-:

with the plannin£_bo-^y- ancL.the...planners have-

National 'Accounts are worked out in liaison witfi-the:- planning body9 the

Director of Statistics has been_appQi.&tacLjfche rappar-±&ur- -to-the—oommi-ttee

for.:the integration -of the plan.. It is-thought 1^:at Hhese ifelait'xdns""'wi'll

become closer and closer, as the directorates of statistics and planning

are placed under the authority -of. one and the same minster- .Woiricirngii -■

parties will often meet with the participation of those responsible-, for--

the plan.

Progress in the recruitment and training of personnel ■; ' j -^

2. The prospects for the recruitment and training of statistical personnel

are favourable. The, presence, of. a Training Centre ja&.JGa&un&e .willlmake:, it

possible to overcome the difficulty of lack of middle-level staff*;.!..-As ':■■■

from October 19^5? this Centre will train not only assistant sta;fci,stica,l

officers but also statistical officers. The situation is more favourable,

for high-level staff. The directorate of statistics has at the moment 11

higher-level Cameroonian offisial^1 {statistician's and semor statisticians).

This figure will be more than doubled by 1967, so that the technical

assistance personnel caft'-be':relieved.

Development of data-processing facilities

3. ' " Before the end'of the year,, the Federal Republic of Cameroon is going

to install an IBiV;1401 coiiputsi* (magnetic tape); alternation of premises for

the installation of ..thi-S equipment have beguns and programming .courses .

began in August and are to last..for.three months, as this equipment is

also to be used to deal with problems of government accounts, it will

be installed in the Ministry of Finance, but will be managed by the

Directorate of statistics.

Important statistical' pro jeot's in band

4», On the recommendation of the committqe, £0^,. statistical and economic^

studies and human sciences.,,, a, vast programme of socio-economic surveys-v"-

has been undertaken, mainly finance*! by ■$&&■■ Fonds d'aide et deicooperation.

The objective of these surveys is to cover those areas of Cameroon not"'-ye;t

studied, so as to .make., possible lu/te^ regional, planning .studies■ and-'- ■

establish sampling frames for future les.s^intensive surveys. -The table'

below gives an idea of the scope of tfce surveys undertaken.
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operations are classified in chronological order of commencement

survey;,of.. the northem

and Adaraao.ua

l arid-" budge t survey> of

tfie zone - ■ '"■' :.■•">::„ vo _?j..-

Population survey of the central

and eastern zone _-:-..■..:

PRQGRIS33. .'TO PROVISIONAL
cqmsTroir date '~■~ '■-■—-—

-'of 'Yaounde

0 Nutritional 'arid'budget survey

of Adaraaoua J■' '■'-.-:■-> '. ;-

~-'- ■"■'■■' ■■■'- ' iT {;j ■■. S--C ■ ■ ■ ■ --i

Demographic survey"of Western

Cameroon
II'. ■

Drafting pf final:report completed

Final' report bei'ti^ drafted, i'irst

results published ; -J ^■"r-

Final report being drafted""

Provisional results published"

'^Provisional report published,

final report being drafted •-"■ ^

Provisional'report being printed

of tije

zone

Douala census

'i Budget-, survey of Yaqunde .

Mar^eting chains ' ,:

Nutrition and "budget survey in

the cocoa-growing zone

Demographic survey of tlie western

zone

■ebmmercial census'i

Employtaent survey--

survey 6f the

being arafted. rJqint

with the population,..

'-°^. tae .central and eastern,,

zones
1 ■ ' r > ■ ■- " i- , i .,-..■ ■ • - -

1 ;;.;"..„ Z~H.:i-J. ''- " ■ ' - -;-"--iii' - -"" ''■-'

Mechanical data-processing in hand

;; ^Provisional results published ^ , r>.

'"•"■ 'Piret .results' published^ -end-bf ::

;' survey in the' field December

Provisional results published
* ' ' ■ *-?' ■• ' i;. i ■ -.- l ■ '

Field operations in hand

Registration of ■■enterprises in hand

Held operations in hand ^ ;!.;.!<

Field opef-ations in hand-! •' •■-.:•

survey of•■ the northern* import being drafted

and"'eastern zones, the maritime soLe .
and Mbam. , . i
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A certain number of surveys are to be made before 197O? in ^articular,

two food surveys in the western aohe of Eastern Cameroon and. in Western

e-. survey of the Federation is. .also on the agenda.. .

Th&": maih'gafrs i-fo -available ■stajfci:Q;tip'a; and objec-tlv^s of. future

5. DespitV 'a distffic~t~eTfo:r^ of statistics availaole,

there are stilT difficulties, mainiy in current statistics. "Some depart", exits
flfiOK'J/ sidi .;.'."■■-■:■'XL1-:*:: ^i; ■:..- .'..*:S. i.4:.X:-ov ]'■;:■.l.. ;::.:!^oO:- ;■■■:' "jx- .■ ■. ■.-.-

give information after the lapse of a considerable time, and the effect is

felt in the publications. It is considered that the establishment of

statistical cells in the ministries will make it possible to overcome this
'.■■:,£■:-'*.. s-7 .!■■". x >:.■.:: r ;.;-.■. i '.t. ;r;.'.L. .; -1 ■ , ■■ ■■;"■:.... ■■■"■; - :\$

difficulty/

,L ■ Mor.e.over,.-. although Cataeroo^ is. a. federal, staie, tduch statistical " ,.-.,

information ezists only for Eastern Cameroon* An attempt to harmonize

statistics was made by the adoption of common codes and nomenclature, but

it will be two or three years yet before this attempt bears fruit. ' The

establishment of a statistical division in Western Cameroon is bein^''
.noxo'or- ■■■■];: , ■ ;' ;

contemplated to remedy the inadequacy of the facilities of the present

statistical" office^' ': •' " '-'■- '- .i-'V-.acyy . 1; :• .,:.. .-.■■' ;.■ -:

. The objective of the future work programme will'be to improve tb.e

quality- of- eurre-nt stati'stics^'a-n^-to1 bring-:the results of^silrveys up to -."■

date by means of less intensive investigationsj this is all the mor& ■■■-.;;

neae.ssary. aa-. it will become, mfl.r,^., and. jno.re. difficult, to obtain money for

intensive surveys." ...... ;....',.. . ■ r... .. Tr... ., ...; ",..,./, ......
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CONGO (Brazzaville)

1. By its decree 63/77 of 26 March 1963, the Congolese Government fi^ed

the scope and aims of statistical activities in the Republic of the Congo

and entrusted to the Service National de la., otatistique the general

mission of collecting, processing and distributing data concerning all

aspects of the economic and social life of the country. This decree

established an inter-ministerial committee, which must make a yearly

assessment of the statistical work already carried out and decide on

the aims for the following year. Conditions of service for statistical

personnel have been promulgated.. & decree has also established the

organizational structure of the statistical office, which is to comprise .

1) A general statistics section for current statistics

2) A survey section

3) A national accounts and s~frudies section

4) An administrative section.

Owing to the lack of personnel, it has not yet been possible to

set up all these sections in practice.

2. The activities of the statistical office since the last conference

have taken two main directions:

(a) The collection and improvement of the statistics available

in government departments and enterprises^

(b) The elaboration of a plan for a field survey.

As regards points (a), agreements have been made with the various

government departments concerning dead-lines and procedure for transmitting

data. A beginning has been made in studying how to improve the system

of collecting aductational, health and labour statistics with the

departments concerned.

Regarding point (b), the main difficulty lies in the problem of

funds. Nevertheless, it has been possible to carry out two operations.

Firstly, the office made a census of civil servants during I964,
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This census dealing with nearly 12,000 officials and cost approximately

fr CPA 3-5 million. The mechanical processing is feeing done by the ilCA

Tabulation Unit at Addis Ababa.

tfith the aid of the PAC, the office started a consumption survey ,

at.Brazzaville at the beginning of 1965, . This survey, which will.be

carried, out entirely by the office, deals with a sample .of more ,.t&an ,

1,000 households. . J.t i$ to comprise 10 rounds of 41 days each, 4 of

which have already been completed.

, Finally, in liaison with.the agricultural department, a piltt .... s

agricultural survey exp4rime;4t was made at Mayoumina (Niar4. areg.).,

The Congo asked PAO t6 provide an expert in agricultural statistics for

the establishment of a permanent national survey., . ,;

.3* Thanks to the existence of the Yaounde Centre, we have been able

to have personnel from various government departments trained. Already,

the education, health, and agriculture departments have each been .seconded

an assistant statistical officer who. qualified at, Yaounde. An agricultural

engineer took part in the course at Algiers. ...

■]. j :■'
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^, .... .CONGO (Democratic .Republic) ._ . . .. V ,~

1. ..Since the /last Conference '.of African:^atisticiansr the operating

conditions in the statistical and economic studyiofficte of the Democratic

Republic of .the Congo have cpntinued to be characterized, .by inadequacy

in the .supply .o£ skilled personnel at the .central- office and -by the fact

that the statistical units..in the ministries and.lpca^,a,dminis;tratio.ns..

have only very slowly r.esuraed_the..i,r ..previous activities. ;■■,...,,■■■ '•■ . ■■

Several hundered skilled personnel ard needed; at the*loweavand middle

levels,and several .dozen a.t,tl^e, tjigher level., taking into consideration

the whole statistical ;actiyiTty, of the countr/j since 1^60, about twenty.

assistant sta.tistipal-.officers and, qne statistician have qualified anci;;

all are in service in Leopoldvil.le.r,.:. ,. .... ■ . ,-

The appeal to intelligent ^oungpeople is so small that few nationals

are now willing to t^ake <?Qurses; leading to training in .the.centres, for. ,;

statistical personnel^ ,.in; t.j^eir ,eye^r .SMC.U.off ic_e, is, not represe^tja.tiye;

.aM has no prestige.- On the. oftfcerrh^nd,.., ,thp -r^cr.uitnjejrLt,. of foreign, experts

is proving very difficult and,,tb.e:i£ npmbex is. distincUy, ..inadequate,/.ar;i; a

fundamental and rapid resumption of statistical activity commensurate

with the economic and political importance of the country.

2. The statistical office publishes a quarterly bulletin of general

statistics and every quarter prepares very detailed statistics on

foreign trade, which are published in a yearbook.

As far as the processing of data is concerned, the equipment of the

central mechanical data-processing unit within the directorate of statistics

and economic studies has just been completely renewed. This is a con

ventional equipment of seven 420 tabulators plus the ancillary machines,

replacing antiquated equipment that was much less rapid. Nationals are

operating these machines without fault and are setting up connextions

on the control panels correctly.

Among the important statistical projects to be carried out at short-

term, we should mention the social, economic and cultural censuses of the

great urban centres: Leopoldville (l million inhabitants) and ElisabetLville

(200*000 inhabitants), in particular.
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3. Finally, a great effort will have to be made to improve relations

with the. planning teams.. The lack of contacts arises, on the one hand,

front, the small numbers on the staff of the services the leaders of economic

policy have not the time to wait for the results of long inquiries, which

are difficult.to carry out,_but above all, they are unaware of the resources

of statistical analysis based on the minimum of data.
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... .. ■ ETHIOPIA ■ . ■■■-■

last Progress Report~for the Ethiopian Statistical Service covered

-the period i960 - July 1963. It was stated therein'that "budgeting pro

visions, circumstance prevailing and impulses of the time rather than

following a:coHererit, systematic"arid well planned development pattern

or plan" had "been the major'f'aC'tor during that period. Ethiopia has now

entered a period in its Statistical development which is planned and for

which, in the present financial year, the allocation is adequate.

ORGANISATION and FINANCE

In March I965 a new organisational chart for the office was prepared.

This organisation has "been accepted for implementation in the current

financial year, (^.C.1957/8) which commenced in July 1965. The object

in making the changes in organisation was to facilitate the development

of statistics over the whole range of subjects both social and economic.

Such development had become essential because of the closer relationships

between the Plan Organisation and the G.S.O. and the decision that the

C.8.0. would become the source of all statistics required for planning

purposes. It had also become feasible because of the pussibility of

recruiting a number of Ethiopian graduates in iilconomics and Statistics

for the C.S.O. The ordinary budget for the year iiJ.C. 1957/8 was increased

to £th.$47O,0OO and a further suplementary budget of ^th.$292,000 was

approved in September for this financial year making a total subvention

of i)th.#762,OOO.

RBLATIONSs

There has been a recent development of Inter-Ministerial Relations.

Co-operation between the Ministry of Commerce and Industry includes a

jointly run census of manufacturing. Co-operation with the Ministry of

Agriculture covers the National sample Survey and crop cutting experiments

and with the Ministry of Interior the Survey of twenty towns. The C.S.O.

has also continued its assistance to other Ministries in the training of
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Junior level statistical personnel,,.., The Inter-Ministerial Committee drew

up the current plan of.work for all national statistical services of Ethiopia

and under the new .legislation the Committee will become-a "permanent advsory
icommittee.

The.present Deputy-Director of the C.3.0. is an OPEX appointment.'^.

One,,.s«npli^: expert-and a "data'processing" expert from T.A.B/are with the

office,.and. there- is *■ further'statisticians post for ah .expert'in the Z

current,programme wMchMt^is hoped will be filled in the. near future;"'".

DATA PROCESSING;

In June of this year the C.3.0. acquired I.B.M. conventional punched

ca^d,equiPment. B^ress was siWin putting the machine^om into operation

un.tUTcthe arrival of theT-U.H. expert but after a period necessary for ',

training, processings of Several-surveys moved forward fairly quickly. . .^

1 -STATISTIC JL FBQj^CTS TM v>-RnfiRB!.ga. '"

The National Multi Purpose Sample Survey.

The plan was prepared by the C,3.0..in conjunction with the Economics

and Statistics Department^ the Ministry of Agriculture in 1963 for a

survey in Shoa Province* which could be extended to other provinces to

complete coverage of the Empire in a period of 4 -5 years. The field '

work of the project was^tg be a joint one. but due to--the-1 staff of the

Agricultural Department bein* made available late in^ the" season, and: ' "" :"

other technical difficulties ..progress was slow. However in 1964 ten ' "

teams were put in the field,■4 from the Ministry of Agriculture and
6 from the C. 3.0. . . !f-; ■■..■■.■

- ffork has to date been completed in following.-'

Shoa Province total sample of 90 Mifc'itil weredas (Sub-districts)

Gojjam Province total sample of 50 Mikitil weredas (Sub-Districts)

Arrussi Province total sample of 19 Mikitil weredas (Sub-Districts)
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■■I.; As a_ ^sult of the. .increased budget-forrthe C.3.O.- in ^.C. 1958 it •

Xf expected that 10 teams :will be. put ,jJa. the field, after the rainy

.^on^ to continue, work in;. Tigrey.:WollG,::'ami Sidamo Provinces.

Information has been collected in the survey on population,' land

holding, areas under crop, yields and livestocks as well as: muc^des- ■-

criptive information on crop calendars and agricultural practices.

The first part of the survey included information on consumption .patterns

bui the methodology was not satisfactory and. this was dropped to/.enable

re-planning for the 1965 season, whe^n it. is intended to concentrate one
team on this side of the work.

URBAN

To date-surveys'of Addis Ababa (1961) Asmara (.x#3) Nazarath, (1964) v
Assab (1-565) have been completed. This year a ?urve^ to obtain informa;tion

on economic structure, employment and population,has taken place in 20-more

largest towns cf the ^pire. Results will ^available by end November.

Detailed price collection for tddis'ibabl' retail'"marke'tsTas" sorted
in March.,1965. The preparation of C 'of L indexes is we>l in hand

methodoldgy and the indeic will be published"'shortly.

The C.3.0. has produced a: paper, on the National Inco'me 6f Ethiopia

which sets out methodology and follows the recommendation of the i960,

working- group en the treatment of -the non monetary sector^ and the group "

of 1962 on the adaptation of the 0.5,.; system of-National Accounts for use

in Africa, as far as possible the tables of the intermediate system

have been filled. The document is.at. present waiting Ministerial acceptance
before it ij released for publication. ,

TRADE

In September of this year the C.a.O. took over analysis of trade

statistics for the customs administration from iS.C.A. The effective
trade date being July, 1965.
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GENERAL

the. reorganisation of the office and the increase in staff at

the professidnal level considerate advances in the general collection

and presentation of statistics is expected in the next few months. The

1965 Abstract will be bi-lingual (AmharicV English) and the'publication

of a quarterly bulletin is planned for next year. '""
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GAMBIA _, ;_-;_:_._

There is no Central Statistical, Office in Gambia and-'rio immediate

..intention of creating one, , A Statistics Unit was established in the

Prime Minister's-Office during. 3,964, employing one middle-level officer

working under supervision of. the. ±}conomic iidviser. It is proposed to-

add certain clerical staff -to the Unit i-n 1966.

The main output of the Unit has been a small annual Statistical

Summary. It is also engaged in co-ordinating1 and in some cases assemb

ling the statistical work of other branches of the Government and in

dealing with enquiries of a statistical nature from works of reference,

organisations and individual enquirers.

The Census of Population of April, 1963, was successfully carried

out by an ad hoc organisation under the Ministry of Local Government

and the final report has been published. The Census organisation h^s

been disbanded.

The more important branches of the Government preparing statistics

independently of the Statistics Units are the Customs, producing stat

istics of external trade, and the Department of Medical and Health

Services, producing etatisticsof morbidity and vital and demographic

statistics.
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1. ' 'Structural Changes: While the formal organisation of the Chief

Statistician's Department remains unchanged, its place within Government

has been shifted since last December when certain changes in the organi

sation of Government were made. The Office of the Chief Statistician

(which used to be called the Economics and Statistics Division) was

traneferred"fronr -the .Mihi-stry of J?inance:-tO'. the^iew Minis-try of xuconomic

and Development.-'; It now forms one of the two Divisidnsin the

-[ Minis try' ~-: Statistics arid'Planning.

While the' planning function is now located in the Planning Division,

there is close co-ordination between the two, both at a formal and informal

level. In addition, while planning is the responsibility of the Planning

Division," individual officers in the Statistics Division often find them

selves called upon to use their special knowledge to do specific planning

exercises* This-is particularly-true-in agriculture;

The Statistics Division continues to maintain an office in the

Ministry of Agriculture to do statistical work for~that Ministry. There

is also an officer,..of the Statistics Division stationed in;the_ Ministry

of Education to d.e.al with statistical matters there... The .Division

continues to maintain a field branch, the Farm .iJteonomios Survey Unit..

2. Staff' Recruitment-and Training.; The major difficulty in. recruitment

continues to be at /the.professional level. ^Considerable difficulties have

been, ^xperienc-e.d-.in getting new staff -to replace expatriate', officers* JEhe

situation .in- this i^esgect -would probably be-,considerably aggravated but'

for several officers from the U.U. under the Technical Assistance programme.

At the middle level, however, there is a good deal Tof improvement. There

is a fairly adequate supply of officers at what might.,be. called the "upper

middle" level. At the "lower middle" level, the in-Service training :

programme of the Division is now beginning, to pay dividends. Several of

the officers have recently passed the appropriate examination at this

level. It is hoped that the training for such officers will be greatly

facilitated by the opening of the U..N. Statistical Training School at

Dar-e s—Salaam.
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3- Data Processing, The most notable development in this respect is the

impending installation of a computer, a great deal of the analysis formerly

done either manually or on punch cards will'now bat.shifted to the .computer.

Programmes for several major exercises are- now "being prepared. The instal

lation of the computer did,.of course, require specific training of some

personnel. This was' undertaken in good time "before 'the-arrival of the

computer in October. -■..' ■■ . ■ ■

4- Major Statistical' JPrnfrr.t.Bt 'From a ' long term point of" view, 'perhaps

the most-significant of the projects being- currently undertaken ia'the'

revision and extension of the National Accounts calculations." Official

.estimates of domestic income and product :of Kenya was'first attempted in

1947- -The annual series maintained since that date was' revised in 1958

^.incorporate newidata::that had become available during the intervening

years. . Further revision of the series prepared since 1958 has now become

necessary," .primarily because of two factors: ; -

(a) Developments in the methodology of"National Accounts, particularly
those- initiated in U.N. agencies, and ■-■J-''

(b) the availability of new data.

This revision is now being made with the aid of an.officer supplied

by UNT4B. Work is being, undertaken on the recalculation of the Gross .

Domestic Product for 1963.

Other enquiries are the two major annual exercises - The, Gensus of

Large-scale Farms and the Enumeration of Employees and fcages. ^Survey

of Manufaoturing is also in progress in order to help maintain continuity

since the full-scale Census of Manufacturing undertaken in 1£6~3.

On. the agricultural aide, in addition to the Survey of Large-scale

Farms, the second year's recordings on a detailed exercise of Settlement

Schemes are proceeding, while the data collected in the first year'is

being analysed.. , . . - . ..-,-■ -.- . ■
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Two new statistical enquiries have "been initiated in the recent

past. The most important of these is the quarterly Survey of Business

Expectations. The second enquiry is intendecf To" obtain' statistics of

Hotel Ocoupancy with a view'1 to securing-information relevant" to the

development of the1 tourist trade.- '

In demography, two volumes of the intended four of the 1962 Census

of Population have already Oeen published. It is expected to start

printing the third volume very soon.

5. . -Gap.s in available statistics;. The most significant gap in Kenya is

the lack of basic,.--agricultural data. The survey. carried out of .;smaia

holding's in I96O/6I is now out of date, .and very .rapid structural chang

have taken place in agriculture since" then';' ""1I^"usi~of~ai"riculture

extension staff for thrs purpose has very considerable attractions. It

is hoped •iti-the near future, in co-operation with the Ministry of 'Agricu

ture, to be-gi;n: work in this field in'"a small way. ' ' '

Another important gap has been in balance of payments statistics.

The first country estimate for Kenya and a summary of these is due to

be published in the next issue of the Quarterly Statistical Digest .

(October). „ -.-.;. -:j.::'j. ..j:. ^^.::L:/i. ■ ■
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■-v.vr: -jft; tfi: ■■ LIBERIA ' - . -

1* Recent otructural Changes ■■■ .

A permanent field force Has "been established. It is now engaged

on (l) a national survey of employment, wages and' hours of work, and

(2) a national.industrial production survey. Also just established is

a division of Population Research. The Bureau continues to be an in

tegral part of the National Planning %'enc^. Draft proposals for.;. ::.-.:,.

Presidential approval have been submitted for the establishment of a

top ranking Statistical Committee in the"National Planning Council,

the Director of Jtatistics bein& the Executive Secretary.

2. Staff .ijecruitment and training

Since -last year there has beeti advance training in demography

provided for a senior staff member.^'The return of a technician

specializing in sampling is expected. Middle-grade technicians now' number

20. Two of. them are receiving academic, training in..statistics. Recruit

ment and training are made difficult because trainees choose to, major in

economics to join the staff- of the Bureau qf- Economic Research-.

3- Data Processing1 facilities

The Bureau is furnished with IBM equipment, including the 609 Calculator,
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Since the last Conference of ifrican Statisticians, the only eSange in

the operation of the statistics office has been the final establishment, of

the national committee of statistics, ^ioH fiallTits-first"meeting^t"
November 196^, .Tfeanks -.to .the existence of this committee, the statistics

office has enjoyed greater collaboration from the other' government "' ' "

departments^regarding statistical information, because the committee ha's

,;_taken, on..the,duty;of ccllecting^and co-ordinating all current^ statistics,

inventorying, needs, and defining/*brk programmes'^ -":: V "" ' ■ ■'

1» Current activi «<a» ■' ^: x ":

(a) Begin^m HoVembei< T963, annual surveys of industrial^l
^.tablishments ,ore carried ;oat for the years -1962 'and; 1964. Ihe difficulties
e^ountered in conducting this type of survey by correspondence atems from

the fact that many of the questionnaires are not returned and those that are
returned are usually filled in wrongly. - , ■ ' ■ ::: ■ '^

pour 1e develop^ement .co.omique et ^q et aMi»W.^
carried out a survey on family budgets and consuBpti^-among-the'stationary

Population,^ financed iqr the Fonds d'aide et de cooperation (ffAO). ais field
survey xs now_bemg processed in the mechanical dat^processing unit of the

statistics oifice. A report that has n^t yet been distributed was drafted

on the basis of the processing work already carried Out by an MO nutritional
expertexpert.

(c) A'-missio^on pastoral economy financed, by the FAD dealt wit, the nomad
section of the population of Miger. They represent go?per cent of the

population and own moat of the cttle in the Republiov^The: objectives of
this survey were to study demographic characteristics, the,level of living
consumption and family budgets, as well as the. livestock. ■.;,- •..,.

(d) A United Nations Technical Assistance expert has be'en preparing the
national accounts for. 1963 and 1964 dnce last June. This^ert, ^who is"

also training a local counterpart in national accounting, has^ost^ini^hed
the general government accounts. :'f- ♦ .11. :
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(e) Other publications have been in preparation since 1963, among these

are the statistical yearbooks for 1963 and 1964, a brochure on.foreign trade

fpr,the,jears I962-I964, etc. l ::

2. '~lmpo"rtanf statistical projects ■ : ■ ■ .:.

(a) The project for the improvement of agricultural statistics will

permit as exact as. possible an assessment of output, yield ;and areas.

The implementation of this project will allow a check to:be kept on the

actual attainment of the targets laid down-iri-' ^the; i'965-1968J four-year plan,

by a calculation of the indices.of agricultural output, a knowledge of

which is necessary in making decisions on development.. .s-ls--_Jj>S£};rl'~

(b) Obe Government is considering /the establishment of a central

register of commerce, in which profit-making enterprises and establishments

must be entered. That will make it possible to, keep .up; to date a sufficiently

complete Card index. .,

(c) Systematic mechanical data-processing give a'-census of small traders
and artisans.

?' Obstacles to deve-l<?yne,n;fe .•■..:. : :

generally speaking, the execution of these surveys is conditioned by

the r-eoi^uitment of personnel for the statistics office and also by the

statistical training of the'Ministry of Agriculture personnel (chiefs of

sub-seotors and instructors}. s

As far as personnel is concerned, the recruitment of supervisory :

staff is one. of the great difficulties of the statistics office, in .... , ■

particulars Niger has no students or pupils in statistics at any level.

To alleviate.this difficulty, lourses outside working hour&c are being;

given -to statistical clerks. It is to be noted that the recruitment

problem is aggravated because the dates for the entrance examinations

to the International, ^ta-fiistics Training Centre of Yaounde and the

Statistical School of Abi djan .are regularly fixed a few days feore

the academic examination* %±a automatically eliminates pupils of'the

public and private seoonlary schools wjo are-generally" not willing
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to have their attention distracted from their examinations. On the other

hand, they are practically..the .only persons capable of entering for the

examinations with any chance of success. ■. ., .,_

4- Ihe main gaps in available statistics

In spite of the improvement in statistics in Niger, there.are gaps,

as everywhere else. The vast area of the country and the lack of co

ordination, the inadequacy of supervision and supervi-sory personnel

make-errors of assessment in the size of the'population fairly high.

The same factors enormously affect our-agricultural and health statistics,

;e.to.. .....-,.-;■ ■ . . . ■. .

; As a result of the gaps quoted above and those caused in statistics

for-"foreign trade by the fact that' it is'"very difficult to supervise the

frontiers of Niger, national accounts including figures for various sectors

are established very largely by approximation.
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■ -.■■ ■ ■ •■ •■■ •'- ■■■■ ■ -'NIGERIA1 " ' ..■-.--■■■ ' ~ -:- ■ ■

The "period since the Third Conference has been one of planning of

statistics development in Nigeria. A Programme of Statistics Development

during the remaining years of .m&j&a±&-£±2&b:£iaxi- period-^-i^l-t&ked £y

the new Chief Statistician soon after .his .arrival ;was final!se4--through

consultation and collaboration with various federal and regional agencies.

1. Co-ordination of--Statistical ■abtivi'tieai ■ ■■ ■ ■ ■ .1:-

A number of the projects are the sole responsibility of the Federal

Office of Statistics. Others, however, are the joint responsibility of

bothe federal and regional statistical agencies. It is therefore essential

■that these schemes.'are properly co-ordiiria(tfed. This is being done through

periodic meetings' of the Standing Committee'on Statistics-^' The' Committee

-.apart from reviewing statistical progress made by the different agencies

and considering future projects, also 'acts as co-ordinator of:the activitiea

of the different agencies concerned with the collection of statistical data.

Increasing use is made of sub-Committees to consider specific programmes.

Thus the 1963 Industrial and Manpower Surveys conducted jointly by the

Federal Office of Statistics, the Manpower Secretariat and Regional

Ministries of Economic Planning benefited immensely from advice by

the Sub-Committee on Industrial Statistics. Sub-Committees have also been

se-t up to consider proposals for the Registration of Vital Events and a

Labour Force Sample Survey.

2. Reorganisation of the Federal Office of Statistics;

In order to gear the efforts of the Federal Office of Statistics

adequately to the needs for economic planning and development, and to

scope with the expanded programme, proposals were made (and they have

been accepted) to create eight divisionsand one unit within the Office.

The eight divisions - National Accounts Research and Planning, Economic

Statistics, Rural Economic Survey, Urban £teonomic Survey, Demographic and

Social Statistics, Training and Library, Publication and Intelligence,

Data Processing - are the result of a regroupment of the different sections

and are in varying stages of development.
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3. Staff Position and Training: ,-.i r -.[;;■:■_;■._.__■

The staff position has improved since the last report' wp.s written.

There has been an increase both in the Professional, Technical1and Sub-

Technical establishments, and in the actual number of Professional staff

employed. Of the fifty statisticians' posts (including the Chief, Deputy

Chief an^ four Assistant Chief Statisticians), 'thirty-four have been filled.

There are sixteen vacancies. There has been no change in the number of

filled V0£?% o^std.,tis.ti:cal:and higher statistical; officers, -'although the

established posts.have be^..increased ta;£e>5ety-two. Twenty-four posts in

^this category are. vap^ant. ,, Thirty^eightvafathe sixty-nine established posts

of Assistant ..Statistical Officers-have.-been, filled, leaving thirty-one

vacancies, ■,.'•■■ <■'■ -r-. '■'

4-, Current Aotivitiea; -.-,.. ■ ■■

; .: ^,Most of. the ■ activity of: the office during the year has been the

continuation and improvement ofprojects 'wnich have been .undertaken in

,years and'repor^^d fn'the "October 1963 Progress Report, to the

there have'^een a few new projects and
4ev.eaopment.of- existing pro jects "'whioh need' to be mentioned in .this report.

a) National Accounts and Research:

During the year, estimates of National Income; an^inJJ^enditure at

Constant Prices for 1962/63 were also published, ^.evaluation

of current prices equivalent to all estimktealai^fc-onstant prices

: ..,rwere,m4de. Wherever available■■ information1'made it possible,

estiiHtes .?fere prepared, but the complete regional breakdown

requires-more vork'as':a whole;

newrprogramme of He search to jfconomiq fanning has

•>•-: begun-i^-thW- iDiviaion. ibfing 'lW activity in the new field was

■ limited- W d^tar.fents to drafts of the Ministry of Economic, Develop

ment in their preparation of Progress Keports and eva^ting the

economic-significrancis of major projects"/' It will carry out

research;into conditions relevant for formulation «f a long-term

perspective p;.ao for Nigeria.
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b) Bconomic Statistina

Following ;%on the recommendation 'of the working part/ on ..

of collaborating-in the collection orindustrial statistics,

a survey of manufacturing establishments' iri'iijjeria employing 'lO

.-. or more persons was-conducted-in 1963 in respect of the" year 1962.

This was the first'country-wide survey undertaken' jointly by the

Federal. Office of Statistics-\3nd the Regional Ministries of Eco

nomic Planning, using a uniform questionnaire and pooling resources

for the survey. A report on th£ survey was published early in 1965.

One of the..major projects that,Mil *e t^en in the next year is

.. .a Distribution Survey. Prepara:tory: work" lor this survey is'now

being undertaken uy the Office. ': ■■'■'•'■:i'°- ■

The report for the survey on High-lev^'Maripower neecTrTn Nigeria

conducted in 1963 was. published during the ,^ar. In 196* the Manpower

Secretariat carried out another Manpower survey. . Since th* courage

of the Manpower Survey was identical with that of the Industrial

Survey, the two surveys were .conducted jointly, -the questionnaires

being delivered together and field force fQ* the. industrial -survey

also collecting the Manpower''questionnaires. . .

c) A new stratification scheme~ba'sed'on the latest Crop Pattern
reports from-all the regions is^now in use in the 1965/66 survey.

d) Urban Koonomic Surveya: - t . .

The former Urban Consumers Surveys section forms the nucleus

.of this new division. At .the: moment'the primary function of the

Division is the continuation of the surveys undertaken by the

section. Although there has been no expansion- in- the field

operations, much groundwork has been.dane in planning.^ar the

necessary expansion. The expansion when.fully implemented,

is ejected to have eighteen as against three field te**. The

scope^ of Held activities would be considerably widened^to cover

in urban areas the "collection,of.not onl7 family budget^data but
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also production and consumption data, needed for National Income

estimates and other socio-economic data essential for planning.

Exploratory methodology studies on Income elasticity; of demand

toeing carried out from family "budget survey:data.

5- .'.-■Publication and .Intelligence > .■ . ■ .:■ v ■■..: l.£?.'.',' . • ■■ ■■"■■-

' ' k new bulletin "Economic Indicators" is how being 'published "by the

federal Office of Statistics. Ttiis'monthly' bulletin "is'designed to'

present the latest available "statistics in i:he'"cduritry"with the least""

time lag. ' The' Office "has es'iab'li shed' a small' "photographic 'section for

"the reproduction'of statistical "'reports f or limited'circulation. k

charting se'ction has'also h'een'estabiished for pictorial and graphical

presentation of~statistical series.

■i;.v<.i'z ■. ..:..:.■.-. ■ /. - ' " : ." .-. . : ::■ si :■ ..-.!...■.•,■ o;t :.'"...■. . . . ■■:.-. ■" '

6. . Population Census ? r . . . . ; t, i.,n ,... . ,..-, .

..The planned, recount by the Census ..Board of .the population., took

place in IJovember, 1963.,,. The .preliminary results giving'rthe, .Federation,.

and Regional totals was .issued .in 1964. The processing .of the censusr .

results is continuing. _The Demographic Division .of .r2tederal Office qf .

Statistics has organised a demographic sample.^survey which will, ,.i.n. .the.

absence of vital registration andvital .sta,t.i sties,, provide material^ for

estimation of^the, rate of...population growth^ , ;..,,.

7. Data Processing. --;:.", —/: '-;■ :;■■• ,i*.;.-vi ,. ■ : ■ ■ -,:'-.. -'.■-:.;

>. ■-.■■:■■ The . inorea'se'.ln. the-number-, of : projects, ito be undertaken: by:the Office

■during ..the. .plan period-has-necessitated-a reappraisal- of- -:ithe present .and

■future :data pr-oce&sing1 needs oi"-the Office."- As a result .-of. a survey .by

a United. Nations Data^Process-ing Adviser, -an IBM Computer;U4O1 ■will be

installed in the:'Office in October. This equipment wil:l mot vpnly meet

the needs of the^-expanded ^rogramme but will-also offer .adequate capacity

for the analysis -of-:the 196*3 Census' data. ' - - ' ■' ■" - ■ ■ *■ ■^■'-
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'*-"' "Iii the two years since the1 3rd 'Session of the-Conference the most

important event In the development of the Central Statistical. Office was

the dissolution' of the Federation of "Rhodesia and NyaSaland on-the 31st

December, 1963* Until that date the provision..of .statistics .^s the .-.

responsibility of the .federal Central ot-tistical Office, which provided

services to Rhodesia, ^ambia and Malawi as well as to the Federal Government.

Discussions on the provision of statistical services after dissolution

were finalised in Hovember, 1963 when thethree territorial Governments

agreed.to take immediate steps to establish their own independent statistical

organisations as quickly as possible.' As nearly all the staff of the

Federal statistical organisation had elected to serve the Rhodesia Government

it was possible to establish a reasonably satisfactory Central Statistical

Office as a department within the Ministry of Finance... o.nt: the 1st /January

Tn terms, cif -t'he "'agreement reached with Gambia and Malawi however the

Central Statistical "Office in Salisbury undertook fa) to endeavour-to i--:

complete all the'analysis'work relating to 'all-^three territories started

by the Federal':3ta%istic'al department and (b)- to help maintain the regular

statistical series relating'to-Zambia and Malawi until such-time as these

'countries were "able to'establish-their own offices. . This Arrangement "

continued throughout 1964 and well into 1965 ■ and even up to the present

time some work is still being done for Malawi. .. ,, .

Throughout the period■the Central,Statistical Office.has made steady

progress-in increasing the breadth, depth,and general, reliability of the

statistics relating..to Rhodesia and in.some fields there, has also been.a

reduction in.-the time . taken to produce these figures. These improvements

are largely attributed - to the fact that, the reduction in the volume., of

work being, undertaken for the . Malawi , and. /Gambia Governments, has enabled

the limited staff available to,devote more attention to the Rhodesian ,

statistics. However, a general re-organisation of the department including

its grading structure, the use of the Treasury computer and some improvement

in recruiting have also played an important part in the progress made in

the last 2 years.
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1- Z^gAyQ.ss in Staff Hecruitment.and Training.

Partly ae: a result of the re-organisati-on- already referred to there

has1 been an improvement, especially in the past year, in the- stability

of the staff-. In mid I964 no less than one. quarter of the professional

posts were vacant, and nearly all the professional officers in post were

either on'contract terms or-only on provisional transfer from the former

Federal service. oeveral of them were known to be seriously considering

leavin6 the Hhodesia Service.1- At the end of June, 1965 all but two of

the professional offices on-provisional transfer had accepted offers

on permanent terms' of service arid all vacancies were filled, with half

the new recruits accepting probationary-conditions of service and the

remainder .contract appointments. ..

In the non-professional grades the department has had limited success

inr&cruiting personnel and-for most of the period it was again plagued by

a high turnover of'staff. "A considerable amount of valuable time has also

been lost in training new employees who have leffafter only a few weeks

service in - the Office.

2. Current Activities and Publications, 1963-65^

a) Agriculture«

The annual census of agriculture in the developed community,

which is a postal enquiry, was continued during 1963-65 and the

results have been published as a series of Annual Reports. Closer

collaboration with the Ministry of 'ifericulture, the National

Farmers.1 Union and various marketing boards has also led to
.; ..'1 :'■ ... j, .

several improvements in both the quality and usefulness of the

agricultural statistics. There has been little progress in

the establishment of regular statistics in the less developed

areas. Research continued on the development of suitable sampling

techniques designed to measure acreages and yields and an

experimental survey, was undertaken in one province to determine

the extent to which conservation and extension staff from the

Ministry of Agriculture could help with field work.
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b) Demographic and Labour "Statisticsn

... Earlier preliminary reports on the September, 1^61 census of

all employees and of the non-African population were consolidated

into two final reports the first of. which, dealing with the

census of employees, was .published in May, 19^5 .and. the second

of which is now with the printers. . The final..report on the

1962 census of the African population was published in mid 1964.

Various improvements have been introduced into the monthly L

records of migration and of the movements of Visitors, and in

the quarterly inquiry on employment'and earnings in the more

developed sector of the economy. ■ '.y '

■ '■ i- '• \ ' . ,. .■-.:.. "■ .

.Considerable progress has been made with the collection o£

.. , statistics on ifrican births and'deaths. ' In this field, ,-,■

because birth and death registr tian is not compulsory in the

rural areas, ■ the o^y^n^fe-o^/^'f.^obtaining' reliable statistics

is by sample inq'uiry. In 'cqnjiinction...:with the MinTstry of Health

arrangements have >een made for health Assistants1 to maintain

a continous record of all births and d'eaths occuring in a series

of small, sample recording areas.

c) ■ . Hou3ehold Expenditure, Consumer Prices Indices.'

.... .Regular studies of the expenditure patterns of urban families

are of fundamental importance in the maintenance of reliable

consumer prices index numbers. Such inquiries also provide a

■3 . wide ran^e of information of great value- in 'measuring changes

in standards of living and the urban markets for consumer

gog^s. Budget surveys were held in the urban areas of twc of

. ..the.-, country1 s main towns during 1963-64 and reports on these

. vi&tiuiries were ^ublishei"'this year. It:.i-s- hoped to extend these

surveys to other centres in the near future-.
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^) Industrial Production and Distribution Statistics^ ; .

Greater co-operation from the industrialists, together with

more intensive field work, brought about a marked improvement

in both the quality of and the speed_,a.t. which., the returns - were

completed for the I963 annual.census of the mining, manufacturing

and construction sectors of the economy.

; For the commercial sector of the economy a report, which was

the first of its kind for Rhodesia, was completed on a census

of distribution for 1962. The report was published early in

I965. In addition to this, at the beginning of 19.65 the.^Qentral

Statistical Office began intensive work on a new monthly; .index

of retail sales based, on sales tax, returns submi.tted, £0 r,e;yje.nue

offices.. Separate indices are given for geographical ..regions

and different types of business. ...

e). Trade ..Statistics^ ....

;■ .-. . Since January, 1965 the machine analyses of tra-d-e statistics

■■■■-. has been undertaken by the Treasury ccmpu-ter and plans are how

-: well -advanced for the computer to !pro"ce"ss "in addition indices

-■ ,r . • of- unit valuer and volumes of both imports and -.domestic exports.

This change from conventional punched-ca-fd analysis has

significantly improved the speed at which trade statistics become

available, and at the same time it has been possible to reduce

expenditure on analysis staff and conventional equipment.

National Accounts

The final volume on the national accounts and the balance of payments

for the former Federation, with detail for the three constituent territories,

was completed and published in July, 1964. Thereafter responsibility for

national accounting reverted to the individual territories.

The report "National Accounts and Balance of Payments of Rhodesia,

1954-64 was released in July, I965. The estimates were undertaken through

a fully developed commodity-flows approach and the publication includes

an input-output matrix for 1964*
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Principal gaps in available statistics and objectives of future programme

of work % *~ " ~~ ' -

The note prepared by the secretariat of jii.C.A. for the forking Group

of otatisticians and Planners for its meeting in July, 196*5 (^/CN.14/c A.S.

4/DaN/l) includes, as Annex II, an annotated list of statistical series

as an ideal which statistical offices in Africa should in due course

aim to reach. The list is fairly exhaustive and while the Rhodesia

1 Ceritl'&l 'Statistical 'Office has achieved-^uc'fi Of°what is suggested it

';hrag not a"chievl'd'-li-t all. : ■ ''J1 ■'•■" ' '- ~ ' --" ■"■

Perhaps the principal gaps are in the statistics relating to the

production, income and expenditure of the rural sector. As already

mentioned in the note on agriculture, attempts are now being made to

close some of these gaps and as resources in manpower and finance become

available it is hoped that surveys of a socio-economic nature will be

undertaken in these areas.

In the demographic field sample survey^'"to'"""provi"3Je information on

"vital statistics iri: "rural areas are already -s-liowin^' promising results.

"The'coverage of sbcial1 statistics especially• for"-'health and justice is

not yet adequate but t'fte' gaps are known'and: it is the intention to

closecas ■mariy 6f~'tMes£ as possible in programming the future of the

statistical" service's.' " " •■''-■'' -:j;"'

oi '.:' jl lx-.!.'..
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.1. . The Senegalese-statistics and mechanical data processing- office has

now .changed its name, to^the jervice ':fle:i la", tatistique (statistical office).

In fact, the mechanical data-processing division, after a recent ministerial

re-shuffle accompanied^by changes in the powers of certain ministries.has

^een.detached from the statistical - ofXice' ark incorporated in a recently

established centre in the^Ministry of Finance. That is practically the

only change in the str,uc:tural.organization -of "' the office, which at

present consists of the following sec tons.--. ■ ; ■ ' ■" :"t0 '

. _ .._■_, - Current Statistics Section " ' -""

- Surveys^Section ■■■■■

- National Accounts and Studies Section.

.2. .. A population 'census (sample survey) was.:c,arried out in I96O-I96I,

Some:r@sults of this census were "published in the Situation ^conomique

du Senegal 1962 (economic Situation in Senegal in 1962) and in a

^brochure entitled Kecensement Dem'oferaphique ' du Senegal' 1960-1961; Itonnees

Regionalea-, (Population .Gensus of Senegal 1960-1961^ 'Regional Data)..,..In.

I960 there,.was a survey, otf: family budgets at Dakar/'"its processing, has

^Jf^:y?e? Oq^leted. and. publication is in hand. ' The same applies.-to the

census p.n inaustrial activities in I962." !j

<ov - At-present, the only' survefy"in""hand"_is"the so-called ,-civil registration

survey, -the aim of- which is to obtain exact registration of births and deaths

in a specified area, independently of the vital statistics declarations.

A programme of statistical development is scheduled under the second four-

year economic and social development plan and will covers

Agricultural statistics;

Preparation of the tforld Agricultural Census^

A family budget survey in rural areass

A survey on frontier traffic and distribution?

A population sample survey and continuation of the civil registration

survey,

3- The planning body in Senegal is obviously the main user of statistics.
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The statistics office is, moreover, one of the responsibilities of the

Ministry of Planning and Development. In this conneztion, it should be

pointed out that national accounts for the years 1960-1961-1962 were an

appreciable element in planning, i~n particular in the establishment of an

overall model of economic growth and for the determination of the rate of

growth of per capita income and therefore of the level of living to be

attained at the end of the second plan period.

4. There are other statistical divisions incorporated in certain

ministries, in particular the- statistical section for labour and employment,

within the Ministry of Public Administration and Labour and the agricultural

statistics section recently set up in the Ministry of Rural Economy. Other

ministries, although they have no statistical office properly speaking,

nevertheless keep statistics; for example, the Ministry of National Education

issues a publication on school statistics every year and the Ministry of

-Health issues, health statistics, etc. '

5- A problem arises concerning personnel. Many statisticians have been

trainedTih colleges in" France, but only one Ts~at present serving in

Senegal. The section has had two national senior statisticians in service

since I.962. It remains necessary to appeal for French technical assistance,

Senegalese are undergoing training in the Centre Europeen de Formation des

Statisticiens des pays en voie de Developpement, Paris$ there are not even

enough executive personnelJ statistical officers, clerks and assistant

statistical officers. : :: ■
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The Ceatxal Statist tips Office of Sierra .Leone (C. 5.0.): was established

under foe. StatijStiOf©. Jfrt- of 1963,--which: provides .■f-ojra. .Director of- the-- '

office, and for. a, Minister ,.(.the,,,Mnister Gf Finance) to b^ re sensible-'for

all.matte.rs re.latedr.tp.,statistics. -The Central Statistics Office is res

ponsible, fpr.vthp; organisation and.; implementation of a coordinated^system'

of economip .and.^.ocial statistic^-related to-the country,-, including "major

censuses of, population, housings oagariotaltaare^-industry and businessy' and'

othM.i:^ta which may. serve both..administrative and statistical purposes.

1. -:..vi^rogxess in staff recruitment and training "" ■.■■■■

■;:-:>i ■ :.-■..;■ --£ax '■■'.'--■■ ' ■ ■ 1 ' ■. ' -.. ■ ■ ■■ . ■ . .

The present professional and technical staff at the .Gentra^ Statistics

Office is well below current and anticipated requirements. An effort to

recruit technical personnel is now underway, but attracting qualified

candidates to filT vacant posts Is proving to be very difficult.' Degree,

Courses in: statistics have been offered in only recent years^'so. that the

supply ;0.if persons wi:th required'educational qualifications cannot^ieet'the

current demand. Present difficulties arise from the fact that five per-"'"

.^anej^^rabers of ,^he; -technical- staff ..are .now tui:aUii^i!xHiMi^.i

and practical training abroad. The Central 3tatis.ticS;. Office plan^to

continue sending about 5 qualified persons.per year abroad.for,technical

traihing'and advanced education during, the next fpur. years. .-..

2. t Development of data.. processing facilities -^ =■•".' - ■ -.,■:.;■■. ■ -

:,i ..-The present -data processing installation of the Central "Statistics

Office can;b-e.-described as a minimum conventional unit record'system'.5

To increase -the overall'" capacity of the installation, the' 'acquisition'"'

of a sec-ond accounting machine' Is- contemplated. With'this' additional

tabulating facility it is anticipated that a moderate expansion^ the'

statistical and. accounting w>rk: already, undertken- will utilize the full

capacity of tfr^ equipment, pyer the next few years.! At present there is

no other da|a processing, equipment available in the:country;' Sarlier

this year a brief review of the expected demand for data processing

services in Sierra Leone was made, and consideration is now being given

to the installation of a small scale electronic computer system.
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3. Major statistical projects in progress

;. In addition,.to .the nation-wide agricultural survey which is how under

way, and the compilation and publication-.of. a Quarterly Statistical Bul

letin, statistics, on external trade, railway transportation* immigration,

and vital events, for one area-of the country are compiled on a regular""

recurring schedule. The Central Statistics Officealso processes " "'""' ""' ■

various accounting. an,d management data for other government agencies.

The first full population census of the country was enumerated in April,

1963 ansl processing of these data has been completed. Printed volumna '

of population statistics will "become available during the next seTOral .'■-

months. A Quarterly Statistical""Bulletin was initiated and four issues

.■have now been published. A major^agricultural survey in new underway.

Plans are now being developed for a nation-wide.survey of households,

in which personal income, expenditures and food consumption data will.be ■

obtained. ' It is expected that this survey will also yield information on

demographic and housing characteristics, and limited data on.the labour

force. ....:•.•

■4vt Principal,.statistical,gaps, and objectives of future programme of work

-Perhaps the mosf'serious'need of the country for statistical data is

in.the development bf a comprehensive system'of National Accounts. The

household survey is'expected to contribute considerable information for

this purpose. Other activities incaude&^in ..tJae^pJLan? .especially the-surveys

of industry and trade, will also contribute.data to this end. Although it

will be several years before sufficient ba^ic. data for the estimation of

national income and product can be, compiled, :tiie Government has already;

requested the services of a National ..Accounts, Adviser to assist with.-. >. \-

planning and development in this subject, field. . ■ . -..■• .. .;-\

The Central- Statistics Office is cooperating with the Bank of '':Ty'' "'

Sierra Leone in the development of Balance of-Paymehta statistics, and

preliminary estimates .should,,;.be available from • that source in the'near'

future. .. . ..-,. ,, . . . . , ■,-:■;■■. ■ ■■■■-'':■ --' -
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Another most urgent need is the estimation_Q£,.j?.opuiaiiou-gr.owth.

The plan for statistical, development inpludes the. review..and expansion

of ty? registration system. £.pr vital eve.nts, . and eventually .surveys-; of.

population, change. . ., . , .,
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SUDAN

1. AGiaCULTUJUty- STATISTICS ■ ' ■ '

■ The Sudan is i$rwdx»minatly an agricultural country and the need for

improving'agricultural statistics has been fe'lt for a long time. The

Sudan Government, therefore, accorded to agricultural statistics a place

of importance in their ten year development plan. Accordingly the depart

ment of statistics drew up a long range programme consistent with the

conditions obtainable and facilities available in the country. The

attention of the department was first drawn towards the developing sector

of the country. Since statistics of area and production particularly with

regard to cotton, in the Gezira area commanded by the Sinner dam were

considered to be reliable, the first step taken by the department was

to undertake a complete census with regard to pump irrigation schemes,

next in importance only to Gezira "scheme. This census was carried out

in 1963 to ascertain the extent of area brought under pump irrigation and

consequent crop pattern developed. The next task was to undertake in

1^63-64 a census of the rainland mechanised crop production schemes in

the two Gedaref Councils of Kasaala Province for studying- the developing

crop pattern as a result of tractorisation. At the instance of the

Pood and Agricultural Organisation the department undertcok in 1964 a

series of pilit surveys for developing a suitable technique for sample

census of agriculture. On the basic of the experience of these pilot

studies, the department is at present engaged in organising- a sample

census of agriculture in 6 provinces in the norther part of the country.

The programme of improvement of agricultural statistics in this

country is beset with considerable difficulties particularly on account

of widely scattered and thinly populated areas with consequent agricultural

pattern and lack of communication facilities. Any large scale sample

survey to be simultaneously carried but in different parts of the country

will, therefore, require a large army of enumerators. With the sampling

technique of agricultural census almost developed by now, a programme of

pilot surveys in respect of yield rates of crops and type studies and
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pilot surveys in respect of livestock should ens .le the .department to

equip itself m meeting the minimum requirements .during the course of

the next three years or so.

Information about population and housing - especially m the modern

sector - is very much needed _i_n the..Suda.&, .3ucii._iiif or.ma-tion i-s-necessary

for planning purposes in many fields. In large urban areas, the data

collected will "be used for town planning.., . . ■

.The iJepartmeni; of. statistics is now conducting a large-scale sample

3fW*£ ofv/po^lation'and housing in all towns iri the country";1 ■ The :r

planning work w. e .carried .out in summer 1964- and tHe:::f±eld;:wbvrk started

in,..Mi.d~°GtolDer...the. same year. Questionnaires and instructions were

tested in the field and a training course arranged for the,.fieId, staff.

The investigation covers all towns included in-the 1955/56 Census

of Population in the - Sudan. .. In addition, new agglom^aiions are added

the estimated,population exceeds^500G inhabitants.

Off h Ud^HQJD I^CQj^-^b _^xi'Jj^DXTURE

a) Omduraan. The household budget,survey in Omdurman,I963 was

carried out ...t the request of the planning authorities in

the Sudan. It belongs to a series of three pilot studies of

household income and expenditure. The purpose aas partly to

receive guidance for future work in this field and partly to

obtain some statistical information for immediate use. The

planners were particularty interested in having estimates of

income elasticities for use in forecasting future demand for

various goods and services.

b) .Ctezira-Managil. The population studied consisted of all

households in the rural part of the are,,. Information has been

collected about household composition, housing conditions,

livestock and areas under various cro^s, household expenditure

and some data on income.
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°) Kadugli. The purpose of the survey was to study the structure

of income and expenditure among the households in this rainland

area. The investigation has the character of s.ocio-economic

study. The survey will show, f.i., the importance of monetary

economy in the_ area, ...whexe. c-ottdn-erowi-ng- has "been "introduced.

4. C0MMJJINT3..0N FUTUHL-3T iTISTIC.AL D^

The statistical activities of the Department of Statistics have

increased considerably in recent years. The available resources of man

power and machines are fully utilized. Presently there is a shortage

of competent and experienced staff at many levels and the completion

of projects, already, started poses a- difficult problem.

The Department is also concerned with the programming of future

activities. It is appreciated that the status of national accounts.

is useful as a basis for coordinating the work. A U.N. expert in

national aco'ounts has recently arrived and in the job description is

mentioned that one of his main tasks will be to participate in planning

comprehensive statistics. The international recommendations are also

followed with great interest. It is ,lioped_ .that these_pre.parationti wfll

lead to a long-term plan for the organization and activities of the

Department of Statistics.
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In July, ■ 1J&4 when the first Five YearPlan for ^conomio1 and Social

Development I964-69 was launched, for the sake of better coordination

between .Planners and Statisticians, the Central statistical Bureau was

transferred to the Directorate of Development and Planning which is

.directly responsible to the President. although the Bureau still retains

its identity as a separate, self-contained Division headed by the Govern

ment Statistician, it now comes under the overall administrative control

of the Principal Secretary of the■Directorate.

The Bureau has est ..blished a useful working- relationship with the

staff of the Directorate of Development and Planning. The Government

Statistician and senior official.B._Qf .tha. Bureau-.are represented at the

staff and technical meetings of the Directorate and the statistical

requirements of planning are discussed in general. Moreover, schedules

for the collection of data and specific statistical projects ,are dis

cussed at special meetings with the planners, . ■ .,

. The statistical services in Tanzania are centralized. Very: fe'w''■ ■

ministries, only .agriculture., Industries, -Mineral Resources and Power,,

Finance/ Commerce,: Labour have a 1- or 2-men Statistical Units whose

main-duty is to. coordinate statistics which they collect in the process

of .their administrative duties. The Bureau works in close liaison with

these ministries, co-ordinating the data from them and where necessary

processing and publishing it in the Bureau's publications.

The Central Statistical Bureau has been functionally divided into

5 main Sections*— _.-

(1) National Accounts & Financial Statistics

(2) .Agricultural & Population Statistics

(3) Rural & Urban Surveys & Labour^Statistics

(4) Industrial Statistics ■ : ■■

(5) General Services
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The regular field staff of the .Bureau at present comprises o± 1 |T1ield

Surpervisor, 4 ?ield Inspectors ^nd 6 Field ^numerators. Apart from

these, several field enumerators are recruited-fram ..'tiBie--to -time ..on ■

temporary terms for specific surveys from the geographical area in

which ;the survey is,being undertaken. ...,,.. :- " ■

.A-four year Programme' of- statistical xteve-lopment and Surveys. 1965/55

1968/69 covering. Population Census, ■ 1967, .icreage and.I-ield Surveys,

Rural & Urban Economic Surveys, Industrial Surveys, development of.

Statistics., .and general statistical development; has "been approved by the

Government-.. ■:,Under :this programme £270,000 will.be made ^available te the

Bureau through the iJevelo.pm,ent ;Budget... i This financial provision will -.

ensure the continuity in the development of statistics over next four

years.

& TR i

' At the end oi1 August, 1965 all the 9 established posts of Statistician:-

and Statistica.1 Officers were filled but only 3 of these officers Were

Tanzanians. Two'statistical officers are at present undergoing training

in National Accounts and Balance of Payments respectively in the United

States of. America, and 3 Statistical' Assistants are studying in London

for- the Intermediate examination of. thei Institute .of Statisticians. ■ Koreover,

six officers- of the Bureau are. attending on full time basis,.a' Nin'e-Month

Middle Level Statistical Training Course at the .J^s.t-. African Regional.

Statistical Training Centre. Thus, at present about 25 percent., of.; the

established staff is absent on training and therefore the. Bureau has ;-

to carry out its development' programme under considerable; .stresses a-nd

strains. :

3. J^V.jLOPMENT OF d\TA PROCuJSSING ?ACILITI.oS - ■

Electuonic Computer-I.C.T, 1500-.has recently been installed by the

Tanzania Government and in 1965/6.6 .it will, process. Labour. Enumeration

data and Migration Statistics for. the Bureau. It.i-s hoped that: in

future data on Population Census, Agricultural Statistics., etc. will be

processed on this computer. ..-..,.
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^-' MAJOR-ST.Tio-ne^-pRQ^c^ ^ynoami^ or r^c^tiy

.Household Budget •o-urvs.y of the Rural Inhabitants of''" Central Tanzania - 1963/64

■ -'-^is sample survey was started, in late ,1963 and covered seven '^ "-■
administrative districts i,.e..; .Mp^ywa; Dodoma, Kondoa,. Mbulu,. Ifambay -

Singida and Manyoni, Situated in the centre.; of. ,:the country. <&is region

covers 42,000 sq. miles and. has.pver a. million inhabitants, '..^aiaiof

the"-'Survey was to collect information, on,.the income, expenditure and-:,

consumption patterns of the .^habitants for national accounts

The field work ended in Member 1964. The,data i,s currently

analysed and the report is expected to be available shortly.

Labour Force Survey:

A labour force survey was undertaken in the second quarter of I965

by a Ford Foundation Expert attached to the Directorate of Development

and Planning. The analysis of the data has been completed and the report

is expected to be available shortly.

Census of Large-Scale Commercial Farming.

The Census of large-scale commercial farms is conducted once every

two years. The analysis of the I964 census has been completed and the
results await publication.

Dar-e_s-Salaam Family Budget Survey of wage Earners.-

A family Budget Survey of .age Earners in Dar-es-Salaam was conducted

during 29th March to 8th May 1965. Some 150 households were selected for

the study from a list of 100 households representing- ei^ht major industrial

activities and all the principal seven localities of Dar-es-Salaam. The
data is being analysed.

5- Census of Industrial Production, 1965,

After conducting censuses of manufacturing every second year since

I960, partly on a pilot basis, and subsequently on a limited scale to

meet the immediate needs of providing data for estimates of contribution

cf industry to National Income, Tanzania has now decided to embark on a
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comprehensive Census of Industrial Production with the year 1965 as the

referene-e--perarad"; The "Census will cover the entire territory 01. the. ..

. Uni ted- He^ute-lic of Tanzania SHd"~iiIX 'be"a~"b'enoh-mark survey providing

information relating to capital structure. iMjjloyment, wages, fuel * and

power .consumption, ■consumption of important' raw materials and various

other inputs as. well as details of products and "by-products. It will also
'. 'VO-."

ascertain the installed capacity in important' industries and ascertain

capital requirements-for expansion. All those details could'facilitate

planning, for-industrial development for'which there is a great emphasis

under the plans for'the economic development :6f Tanzania,
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U. A. R.

1. -Statistical Organization . . . , ,.

'■■"■■" The most recent development of Jtatistie&l^organization in the United

Arab" Kepublio took place.i*r 1964*' According to the ^-Presidential Decree

No. 2915 of 1964j t£e,;-Central Agency-f ar-Public.:Mobilisati'on and Statistics

(C.A.P.M.A.S.) replaced-the Department■of Public"Mobilisation and Statistics

..(in .which..was emerged .the .former Department ^pf . Statistics..and, Census together

with the Central Statistical .Committee in 1963). The Hew Agency is,,..an

.independent organization annexed to the Presidency of .the Republic, -It is

composed of six Central administrations; . ._. . . . ,. . . . „ L_L ,

■ &,.- The'-Central Administration for Statistics.; is responsible-for-.:

- . collecting data .and statistics of,the various activities and

. j . resources .in i;he ..country^. The data collected by tb.is..^4jninis:tration

. . .are, m^de available to the : Centra}, t Administration for. gub^iQ .,Mobi

lisation and to different agencies of the Public and private sectors.

b. The Central Administration fo:r fubjic ^pbilisation is. responsible

for Emergency Planning and work$ in close cooperation with plan

ning for development.

, o. ... .The-.Central-Administration for Censuses is responsible for,,dif-

. : ,,ferent Censuses Such as s Populati9n, .Establishments, Industrial,

_.:.jCommercial,^Transportation, Building and Construction, Employment

. wages,wlCensu.ses.

d. The Central Administration for Automatic Data Processing is --'

.. ...responsible fpr Automatic .Data Processing operations . of the

-.;;,. Agency .and. the various administrations of the Republic,

e * '' ^Q "Ce^r^l Administration for the Follow-up of Statistics

"' Inspection is responsible'for setting statistical programs1 with

" the'.differenf"ministries, for: inspection of statistical units

and for statistical training. ■This"administration works in

close od-bpef'ation with the other administrations-; -■
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f. The Advisory Committee for. Statistical and Planning Co-Ordination

was established in order to assist in the technical stfcdy of

statistics & censuses which will be carried out by Central Stat

istical Administrations and other government:agencies and to

''■■■■■■■■■ achieve the maximum co-ordination of statistical activities

~7'-- ' ':~ rendered by various agencies in the U. A.R.

A Central bureau of statistics is to be established in each ministry,

governorate and public organization as a branch .of the C.AiP.M.A. S. These

.offices are to be mainly concerned with statistics relating to the activ

ities of public sector, whereas the activities of the private sector will

remain the responsibility of the regional offices in the Governorates.

The law inhibits .^e~"^ub_iicati*6.n~bf any "statistioar data without

the consent of C.A.P.M.A-S. The law also gives the central agency the

right of"establishing statistical training centres and conducting training

programmes. ., ...•_... ..,,.. ....... ; ■

2.. Bie relationship, between statistics & planning; .. ,

Sound statistics-are indispensable: if .planning- of the national

economy is to succeed. Basic information on many aspects of the economy

is essential for the preparation of plans and projects and. for their

integration in the general plan for the"economy'as"a whole. During the

last few years, considerable developments have occured, in the field of

statistics in the U.A.R. in order to meet the requirements of national

planning.

The "Central Agency'for Pubiic"MobiIisatTon ,and Statistics carried

out its functions in close co-operation with other planning organizations

in a view of making available in due time, the data needed for all

gove-rnsient -organi zations and;--iH--partioular' those engaged - in planning for

socio-economic development as Well as for emergency planning* "She

Ministry-of planning' is represented in the Advisory Committee for

statistical and planning co-ordination, and the president1-of the CA..P.M, S,

is a member of the" governing body of the Institute of National Planning.
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3- Electronic Data Processing

The C..a.P.M.,S. signed a contract for... the..installation, of a 132 K

memory digital electronic computer to. "begin operation.in April 19^5 and

which will help in speeding up the output pf data needed for different

requirmen.ts. Training for computer staff and testing of programs is

taking: place since April 19^4> . . : - ■ ■ . :

•* In-other government agencies four electronic computers are already

put to work and five more contracts were signed.and installation; is due

in 1966. ••* - ' : - ■■ '- ■■ ■ ' ■"■" -■■■■ :

-"■■• It was found necessary to-guide, the statistical; ;agenc,i&s to:select

the best available and the most economic of. the .automatic data, processing

(A.B.P.)/ machines-wherever the need for them arises. F.or this, reason

the Presidential Decree Ho. 23^ of 1^64 concerning A.D.P.', machines has

"been issued.-' --According to this decree all government organizations; must

'consult and get approval of the "C, A-£.MvS. on contract agreements for-

rthe use'of AvD.P.' machines. Accordingly,. G. A.-P.M. 3. avoids ..cases of .

idle capacity in one agency and shortage in. another, and-ensures the

utilization of the most .up-to-dat© equipment.. .

4* Trainings ;- '■-■■,■• ■.- : :■..'■"■ -.■■.<-

Statistical training on all levels takes place unUer'-the supervision

',of the C.A.P.M.S. ' Students 'are encouraged to join the Institute of

statistical studies and research in Cairo University by "being offered

fellowship allowances." On this basis eight students will join the

Institute "for the coming 2-year course.

: A ,full statistical program was established for training in C.A.P.M.S.

for .the local staff and for the Government agencies, The program was? .

published, in Arabic in three volumes, and courses are taking place.

■ ■Care is-givenvto training on the international Zeve1.and students

go for ^specialised'studies to different countrie.s of the world-

Training on the use of A.D.P. equipment takes■pl^ae "locally and abroad

in co-operation with the companies providing the machines.
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ZAMBIA

The Central statistical Office for the .Republic of Gambia started

functioning "by the "end'of 1963. However during_i$64"and'-fine beginning

of.496.5 much of the'processing of the data was done in'Central

Office in Salisbury. The CSO in "Lusaka was being "'organised' iiid the nucleus

of the staff was being" recruited during 1964. The organisational structure

of the CSO was "based on the Federal 'Census and Statistics Act'195V"- xt

did not envisage' a fullr centralized; sys-tem. • Ths system was. a sort of

intermediate" system of s'tscTi^tical- Grgaril-satio'nV ■ ^ ■ ■ ■■• "

Two United Nations Experts were invited by the Government bf'Zambia

to advise on the organisation of the otatistical services .of. Zambia early

in Larch, 1965. The exeperts have submitted their' report to the Government.

The system recommended" by the experts is a Centralized statistical, .system

with tHe primary objective of meeting the ne-eds of- national .planning lay

means of "the1" development of Economic statistics within ^the .framework of

an extended system of national accounts. The Government is expected-to

take a decision on 'tKe : report In the near future. ■ • - ■■ ■' ■ ■•

1. The Central Statistical Office has no field survey organisation' '

at present. The enquiries such'as ' ^aarterly Employment "Enquiry,r the'

1 Annual Census of Industrial Production1 or 'Annual Census.-;^ Agricultural

- and Pastoral Production amongst non- tfricans' etc.. are :conducted through

mailed questionnaires. ...The- foll.qw.up is by reminders pver the .telephone

or by letters. In.a few.-,,oases.. the- respondents are contacted personally

by one of the officers.pf. the GSO.: It is intended to establish akfield

survey organisation which will eventually cover the,.whole country. During

the next year a field survey,office will be established in Lusaka, which

will concentrate on the training of field staff and the preparation for

a programme of sample surveys. oomo of the staff' of this'unit will be

transferred to other provincial headquarters'to start field survey" offices

there and" more staff will be appointed in the unit; in Lusaka. - It is hoped

that a nation-wile field survey organisation will be established by 1-969-70.
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2. There are considerable informal contracts between the CoO and the

office of National development and Planning. The U.H. experts in their

report have suggested that a standin6 committee of some officers of the

CdO and the office of National -Development and Planning be set up to

co-ordinate the programme of the CaO with the needs of the planning office.

Representatives of Ministries interested in the agenda of a specific

meeting of this committee can "be invited to participate in that meeting.

3. There is a very acute shortage of professional and middle level

staff. 'The government is trying to recruit professional staff from

certain countries on a bilateral basis. It is hoped that five or six

professional officers would join the G30 within the next six months.

This may still leave one or two serious gaps which may have to be filled

through the United Nations Technical Assistance programme.

4- The Ministry of Finance has a 1500 IGT Computer, which is used for

a few hours a week for the processing of statistical data. By June, 1966

the present computer will "be replaced by a bigger machine which will enable

the CoO to get enough computer time to meet the needs of the CSO.

5. The most improtant exercise done in the GSO during 1965 was the

preparation of the National 'iccounts and Balance of Payments of ^ambia

for I964. An input-output matrix for the Zambian economy was also prepared

and is included in this publication. The C30 is currently analysing- the

1963 Census of African Population at the village level.

6. The most improtant gap in the current series of statistics is the

almost total lack of data regarding household consumption in the

subsistence sector of the economy. There is very little data on

acreages and yields of crops in the subsistence sector. The data on urban

family budgets is not very satisfactory and is believed to be out of date.




